Sit with Someone New
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So now it's time for lunch in that big

Hit the edge of the keyboard with the rhythm

loud lunch room You see your friends over there You see a new kid too Who's all a lone and

lone-ly Lemme tell you a nice thing that you can do ooh ooh
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Sit with someone new oh oh oh oh oh oh

Sit with someone new Oh oh oh oh oh oh

Sit with someone new 'Cause when you're lonely it's nice to

have someone sitting next to you____ Yeah they might look
different or be from a cool country far away But they'd like your

company even if you don't have much to say S'just take a seat there cause that's what your

der-rie's for any way ay ay I'm sorry what does "der-rie re" mean?

Is that French? Yeah it means your tush! So sit with some one new oh oh oh oh oh
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Sit with someone new oh oh oh oh oh oh
Sit with someone new and who knows it might be your oh
new best friend you're sitting next to hoo hoo
So just sit with someone new